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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose 1 is given positive number. For p > 0, suppose W(p) is the space 
of all F defined and analytic on the disk D,(O) with center 0 and radius p 
such that for n even F(“)(O)=0 and lim,,,(F’“)(O)/n!) $ =0 and that 
W(U)+ is the space of all F defined on D,(O)u {p} and given there by its 
Maclaurin series such that for n even F’“‘(O) = 0. Suppose that P’(p) is the 
space of all f on the interval [0,1] such that lim, _ oc, [f; If’“‘1 ‘1 CL”’ = 0. 
Then, Theorem 1, for p # l/qn, q an integer, f, continuous on [0, I], is in 
P’(p) if and only if for some F, G in IV(p) the pth Fourier sine coefficient 6, 
off on [0, f] is given for each even p such that f/prc -CP by F(Z/p) and for 
each such odd p by G(l/pn). In case, for instance, p = l/qn, q even, then F 
must be in W(p)’ and b, must be given by F(f/pn), p > q, the condition on 
the odd integers remaining the same. 
Suppose that S(p) is the subspace of V(p) to which fin P’(p) belongs 
if and only if C,“=, jr, lf(“)l* p2” converges, that J(p) is the subspace of 
W(p) of all F such that the sequence { (F’“(O)/j! ) pj},,“= o is in I’, and 
J(P)+ the subspace of W(p)+ of all F such that the sequence, 
c$z, (Fv.wP!) r4/ar_o f o remainder terms in the Maclaurin series for F 
at ,u, is in 12. Then, Theorem 3, if p # l/qx for any integer q,f on [0,1] is in 
S(p) if and only if for some F, G in J(U) and each p such that f/pn < p if p is 
even b, = F(l/pn) and if p is odd 6, = G(f/pn). In case, for instance, p = l/qn 
and q is even then F must be in J(p) + and for p 2 q, b, = F(I/pn). 
The remainder terms in the Maclaurin series for F, mentioned above in 
connection with Theorem 3, play a central role in the arguments for both 
Theorems 1 and 3. All results are stated in terms of a family of mappings 
T, between the spaces V and pairs of the spaces W, Q here denoting a 
positive integer. The connection with Lidstone series is described in 
Theorem 5. It is shown there (with I= 1) that f on [0, l] is the restriction 
of an entire function having a Lidstone series expansion in the sense [4] of 
Whittaker if and only if for some F, G in W( l/n) + if p is even b, = F( l/p) 
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and if p is odd 6, = G( l/pn). In a more recent paper [2], Buckholtz and 
Shaw have characterized those entire functions f having Lidstone series 
expansions, a somewhat different arrangement being considered. It is noted 
here that j’on [0, l] is in V( l/n) if and only ifyis the restriction of such an 
entire function f (so that by Theorem 1, applied to 3, b, = F( l/pr), p even, 
b, = G( l/pn), p odd, with G in W( l/n)+, but F only in IV(l/rc)). We see 
this by noting that the set of all .fsuch that lim,,,f’P’(0)(l/n)P=O, the 
characterization in [2], is the set of all entire extensions f of members ,T of 
f-3 l/n). 
For n a nonnegative integer and [a, b] a number-interval, Sn[a, b] is the 
set of all complex-functions f on [a, b] such that f’“’ is absolutely con- 
tinuous on [a, b] and f(“+ ‘) is in L*[a, b]. Suppose 1 is a given positive 
number. For f a function on [0,1], in L2[0, 11, and p a nonnegative 
integer, a,(f) = (2/E) si S(x) cos(pnx/l) dx and, if p > 0, b,(f) = 
(2/l) jkj(x) sin(pnx/l) dx. 
LEMMAS AND THEOREMS 
An argument for the first half of the following Lemma 1 may be based on 
the formula, obtained by repeated integration by parts, for f in S2”- ’ [0, I] 
and p a positive integer 
j:f(x) sin (7) ‘--l dx= 1 (-1)‘+1[(-l)pf(2i)(l)-f(2j)(0)] ; 
2j+ I 
j=O L) 
+ ( - 1)” [ jd/.(2”)(x) sin (7) dx I( t)‘” 
This really goes back to Kronecker (1895). See, in particular, [3], 
pp. 269-294; also, pp. 345-359. No argument will be offered here. 
LEMMA 1. (I) rffis in S*“-‘CO, l],for O<j<n- 1 
lx1 = ( - 1 )j+ 1 [f(2)(1) -f(21)(0)] 
(I.=(-) I : (-l)j+l[-f(")(l)-f(*J)(o)], 
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and for p > 0 oP = ( - 1)” b,(f (2n)) and yP = b,(f ), then the l*-sequence y is 
given for p even by yP = C;rA ~(~(l/p~)*~” + w,(l/pz)*” and for p odd 
yp = CylA /?j(llpX)“+ ’ + O,(l/pX)*“. 
(II) Zf y is a 12-sequence, each of {a,}::: and {fi,}~=J, is a complex- 
sequence and w is a I*-sequence such that for p > 0 and even 
and for p odd 
there is only one f in S2” ~ ’ [0, I] such that b,(f) = yP; the only such CC, /?, and 
o are determined in terms of y by cto = lim, _ m peven(pz/l) yP and, for k > 0, 
PO = lim 
P-m 
podd 
and, for k > 0, 
for P even CD, = (p~/l)*“[y, - x,“=,’ ~~,(l/pz)*j+ ‘1 and for p odd 
op = (p~/l)~“[y~ - 1;:; Dj(Z/pn)*j+ ‘1; the only f in S*“- ’ [0, 1] such that 
b,(f)= yP is given for 0 <xc 1 by f(x) =CPm_, yP sin(pnx/l), with 
f (0) = (1/4)C% + PO1 andf (1) = (l/4)CB0 - d. 
lf H is a complex-function, given by its Maclaurin series on ( - [, (1, and z 
is a point at which that series converges then for m 2 0 r,(H, z) = 
C,“= m ( HCk’(0)/k! ) zk, the remainder in the Maclaurin series for H after m 
terms. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose H is a function given by its Maclaurin series on 
( - 5, 51, H(0) = 0, o > 0, and Q is a positive integer such that o/Q < 4. Then 
c qa~ IH(~/q)12d4[Imaxj2~ {Irj(a o/Q)l>l’Cl +Cq>Q (Q/(9-Q))‘l. 
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Proof: We have, with Sj= H(j’(O)/j!, for y > Q, 
So that 
,~~lH(~)12~lH(~)~‘+4[~~~{/rj(H~~)~}]2~~~(~)2~ 
Suppose p is positive. Let W(p) be the space of all F defined and analytic 
on D,(O), the disk with center 0 and radius p, such that 
lim n _ ,(F’“‘(O)/n!) p” = 0 and for n even F’“‘(O) = 0; let W(p)+ be the 
linear space of all F defined on D,,(O) u {cc}, analytic on D,(O), with for n 
even F’“‘(O) = 0, and with F(p) = C,;:=,(F'"'(O)/n!) p"; let E’(p) be the set 
of all F, defined and analytic on D,,(O), with for n even F’“‘(O) = 0. 
For Q an even positive integer, let T, be the relation to which (f, (F, G)) 
belongs if and only if .f is in S’[O, I], F is in I+‘(//Qx)‘, G is in 
WUQ+ 1) n)+> and for q 3 Q if q is even h,(f) = F(l/qn) and if q is odd 
h,(f) = G(l/qn). For Q odd, let T, be the relation to which (ji (F, G)) 
belongs if and only if ,f’ is in S’ [0, I], F is in W(l/(Q + 1) n) +, G is in 
Wl/Qn) +> and for q3 Q if q is even h,(f) = F(//qn) and if q is odd 
h,(f) = G(k). 
Suppose that for p > 0 V(p) is the linear space of allfon [0, 11 such that 
lim n + OL cj:, I.Pl ‘I P2’l = 0. 
Note 1. The following points are noted on the basis of Lemmas 1 
and 2. 
(1) The relation T, is a linear function: if (f; (F, G)) belongs to T, 
then f is infinitely differentiable and 
F(2m+'1(0)= 2 
(2m+ l)! 0 
7 ( - 1)” + ’ [f”““(l) -f”“‘(O)] 
and 
,‘32m + “(0) 
(2m+l)! = 1 0 
2 (-l)“‘l[-f”“‘(l)-f”“‘(o)]. 
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The function f(x) = sin(Qnx/Z) has the property that each of 
and 
$, (- ,)m+‘[-f(2m)(l)-f(2m)(o)] z2m+’ 
converges on the plane and yet f is not in the domain of TQ. 
(2). If p 2 I/Qrt, then k’(p) is a subset of the domain of T,. 
(3) If Q is even, Fis in W(l/Qrc)+, and G is in W(//(Q+ l)rc)+, then 
(F G) is in the range of T,. Also, if Q is odd, F is in W’(l/(Q + 1) rr)+, and 
G is in W(l/Qrc)+, then (F, G) is in the range of T,. 
(4) If Q = 1, then TQ is one-to-one, but if Q > 1 then the kernel of T, 
is the linear span of {sin(qnx//)}f:-,‘. 
(5) If f is in the domain of T, and T,(f) = (F, G), then f’(2n’ is 
in the domain of T, and TQ(,f’2”‘) = (F,,, G,), with FJz) = 
(- 1 )“(lIz)2”Cr2n+ ,(E --)I, 
Ff 2f7+ I’(()) 
FPr(o)= (2n+ I) 
and 
G,(z) = (- 1)” (i)2n Cr2,,+ (G, ~11, \ z 
G,(O) = 
,5% + I’(O) 
(2n + 1 )! ; 
if q < Q and even then 
b,(p)) = (- 1)” T 
OF 
2n b,(f) _ “f’ P+ “(0) f_ 4+ ’ 0 1 ,=() &+lY 9” ; 
if q < Q and odd then 
JJp”‘) = (- 1)” T or 2n b,(f)-;;; yp,‘::9)(;)““]: 
also, adf (2n+1))=(-l)n+1F(2n+“(0)/(2~+ I)!. 
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(6) If each of F and G is a function, analytic on D,(O), and either for 
some n F(““(O) # 0 or for some 12 G ‘*“j(O) # 0, then there does not exist an 
infinitely differentiable function f on CO,.!] and a positive integer Q such 
that for q 2 Q and q even b,(f) = F(l/qn) and for q odd b,(f) = G(l/qz). 
The following lemmas are helpful in determining, for Q a positive integer 
and p 2 I/&c, the To-image of V(p), Ta( V(p)). 
b3MMA 3. If H is a complex-function given by its Maclaurin series on 
(- 5,5], 0 < v < 5, and u > v, then the sequence ((H’“‘(O)/m!) u”‘}zXo is 
bounded if and only if the sequence {(u/v)” r,(H, v)},W=, is bounded. In fact, 
we have for m2O Ir,(H, v)(~/v)~l< [max,,, I(H”‘(O)/j!)dll PAP--) 
and I(H’“‘(OW) $“I 6 I r,(K v)(dv)” I + (V/P) I r,+I(H, v)(PLIvY’~’ I. 
Hence, lim m _ ,( H’“‘(O)/m!) urn = 0 if and only if lim, _ cL r,(H, v)(p/v)” 
= 0. 
Proof: Suppose { H’“)(O)/m!) ~,m}~=O is bounded. Then 
Suppose { r,(H, v)(&J)“},“= 0 is bounded. Then 
H’“‘(0) 
m! vm=r,(K v)--~+,(K v), 
LEMMA 4. Suppose A is a complex-sequence, 0 < p < v, and { A,$}J”= 0 
is bounded. Then {[Cy=, ~jvJ](u/v)n}~z, is bounded. In fact, for n> 1 
and 0 <k <n, Ix;=, AjvJI (u/v)” d [max,.k(l~~~‘I}](~/v)“-kv/(v - p) + 
[maxj>k{l~jpjl)l v/(v-pL)? so that in case AjuJ + 0 as j-t 00 then 
[Cy=, II,v’](p/v)” + 0 as n -+ co. 
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Proof: Suppose { Aj$}~= ,, is bounded, n > 1, and 0 < k < n. Then 
LEMMA 5. If n > 1 and f is in 
S2”- ‘[O, l], s 'If 0 (2n-1) 2< f ~ao(f(2~~'))12+(~)2~~lf(2n)~2, I 0 
Proof. We have by integration by parts a,,( f (2n ~ 'I) = - (l/p) bp( f (2n)). 
So that 
s 
'If (2n-1)12= 
0 0 
f ~a,(f~*"~")'+(~) f la,(f(2"-")12 
p=l 
= - 
0 
: lao(f(2"~1))/2 +(i):, (+-- Ib,(f”“‘)l’ 
6 f lao(f(2”-‘))12+ ; 
0 
121 O” 
00 
Yj p;I lb,(f (2n912 
= - 
0 
i ~ao~f(2~~1)~~2+(~)2~~lf’2fl~12. 
If ,D > Z/err, let W&L) be the linear space of all Fin W(l/Qrc)+ having an 
extension in IV@) and IV,&- be the space of all Fin W(Z/Qrr)+ having 
an extension in W(p)-. For p 2 l/Qx, let W&L)+ be the space of all Fin 
IV(l/Qrc) + having an extension in IV(p) +. The main point of Theorem 1 is 
that if p > 0, E is the least even positive integer p such that Z/p7c <p, and D 
is the least odd positive q such that l/qn 6 p, then f (in S’) is in V(U) if and 
only if for some Fin W,(p) [in WE(p)+ in case p = l/Ez] and G in IV’&) 
[in Kdd+ in case p= l/Dx] and each even p> E and odd q3 D 
b,(f)= F(:(l/pn) and b,(f)=G(Uq~). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose ,u 2 IjQrc. 
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(I) 1’ ,LL # l/px for any integer p, then iJ’ Q is even Ta( V(p)) = 
W&)x WQ+l(~) but fQ is odd TQ(G))= Wy+,(~L)x W,(P). 
(II) Zf p = l/p71 with p euen, then if’ Q is euen Ta( V(p)) = 
W,(P)+ x Wptlb) hut !fQ is odd TP(WO)= WQtl(~)+ x W,(P). 
(III) !f p=I/px with p odd, then if Q is euen Ta( V(p))= W,(p) x 
WQ+ l(~L)+ hut if Q i.s odd TP(Q)) = W,, ,bL) x W&L)+. 
Proof The idea of the proof is to observe that, if f is in the domain 
of T, and Te(f)= (F, G), then lh If”“‘l’=(f/2)C,“=, ~h,(,f’*“‘)~’ 
= (P) C$l lb,(f’2”‘)12+ (WI C;~Q,ppe”e” I~,WP~c)12 + (V) Cpr=C),podd 
IG,(l/pn)l* [in the notation of Note 11. Lemma 4 is applied to each even 
and odd term of the first part of this sum and Lemmas 2 and 3 to both the 
second and third. 
We consider the case p # l/p71 for any integer p and suppose that 
Q is odd. Suppose v = l/Qrr. Then for f in the domain of T, and Ta(f) = 
(F, G) Cj:, If’2n’121 ,u4” 3 (lp4”/2) Ihe(f”‘“‘)I’ = 1p4”/2 IG,(v)/’ = 
(V2)Wv)4” lr 2n+ ,(G, v)l’. So that, if ,j’ is in V’(p), then 
WV)‘” Ir 2n+ ,(G, v)l = (p/v)*” Irzn(G, v)l -+O as n + co. We have, by 
Lemma 3, (G”)(O)/n!) cl” -+ 0 as n -+ m. We conclude that G is in W,(p). 
Similarly, F is in W, + 1(p). 
Suppose that (F, G) is in W, + ,(p) x W,(p). Let F and (? denote analytic 
extensions of F and G to D,(O). Let P be the least positive integer such that 
,U >, I/Pn. By Lemmas 1 and 2, there is a member ,f of S’[O, 11 so that if 
q b P then if q is even h,(f’) = p(//qn) and for q odd h,(j) = @l/q7c). We 
may suppose that for q < P h,(f) = 0. Now for q < P and even with 
v=(l/qn) Ib,(f’2”‘)12~4n=(~/v)4” IC:=A (%*‘+‘)(0)/(2j+ l)!) ~~~+‘~~-+Oas 
n -+ cc by Lemma 4. The same argument shows that if q < P and odd then 
lim, _ x. lh,(.f”“‘)* p4n = 0. Consider, now, Zq, P.yeven W,(.f’*“‘)l’ p4’l = 
P4n c ya P,yrven IF,;,,(l/qx)12. Let E be the least even integer p 3 P and let 
(T = l/z. Now by Lemma 2 C,, E I~~~~l~~12~~11~~~,.,(l~,~~,~,~l~~l}12 
Cl +E,.E(Wq-E))21. But for .i>O lr2,+,(F,,, a/E)1 = Irz,(?i7, g/E)1 = 
I wQ)2n_r2, + 2n (F, o/E)I. So that, with v = a/E, p4” jr2,+ ,(pn, v)l’ = (P/v)~” 
JrZitzn(F, v)J’< (~/v)~~+~/’ Jr2,+Zn(F, v)j2-+0 as n-+ cc by Lemma 3. 
We conclude that C,, P,yeven Ih,(f’ ‘2”))12 p4” + 0 as n --t co. Also, 
c yaPP,yodd /b&f ‘2n))12 -+ 0 as n + co. So that lim,, iz p4n sh (.f”“)lZ = 0. The 
argument that f is in P’(U) is completed by applying Lemma 5, noting that 
bcl(f 
‘2?1- “)I’ p4” 2= l(F’2”-“(0)/(2n- l)!)~ 2n- ‘I’, the latter tending to 
zero as n + 00 since F is in W, + I (11). Since T(f) = (F, G), (F, G) is in 
Tp( Q)). 
It should be noted here that for p>l/Qx, T, ‘(T,( V(p)) may not equal 
V(p). However, if Q = 1 or if I/(Q - 1) z> p 3 l/Qrc, To ‘( T,( V(p)) = V(p). 
In either case the kernel of TQ lies in V(p). 
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Suppose that for fin V(p) the norm off, llfjl V(Pj, is given by l\fll V(Pj = 
max,,,W ILPII L2c0,,l }. Suppose for F in V’(p) the norm of F is given by 
IIFII w,p) = ma z o { IF(“)(O)/n!l pLn}. s uppose for F in W(p)+ llFl/ w,pc)+ =
maxn,o{lrnV’~ PII 1. The n each of ( VP), II. II v(pI), { WP), /I. II w(pjI, and 
{wPL)+? Il. II w(p)+ } is complete. In connection with W(p)+, this is seen by 
noting that this space is isometrically isomorphic to that subspace of co, 
the space of all complex-sequences with limit zero, of all such sequences 6
such that (r2,,, = 6,, + r. 
IIFII 
For p 3 l/&c and F in W,(p), define I/ FII wnoll to be 
IIFII 
w(Pc), F-an extension of F in W(p); if F is in I+‘&)+, IIFII wpcpJ+ = 
w(rJ+, F an extension of F in W(U) +. For a Cartesian product space 
such as S= W(P) x WPL), define ll(K G)ll,= IIF‘// w(Fc)+ IIGII w(pc). 
Suppose that Z(p) is the subspace of V(p) of all f such that for 
p < (l/qx) h,(f)= 0. Then Z(p) is closed in P’(p) and for (l/en) 6~ T, 
restricted to Z(p) is a linear homeomorphism with range TJ V(p)). 
THEOREM 2. For Q even, the domain of Tp is the set qf all f in S’ [0, I] 
such that 
(A) f is in V(l/(Q + 1) z), 
(B) ~,“=o(-1)‘f’[f’2~‘(l)-,f’2~‘(0)](l/Q7c)2~f’ conoerges, and 
(Cl lim,+,C-f (2i+l)(~)-f(2/+‘l(0)](~/Q71)2i+’ =(). 
Zf Q is odd, the domain of T, is the set of all f in S’[O, l] such that 
(8) f is in V(l/(Q+ 1) n), 
(B) Czc=, (- l)j+‘[ -f”“(l) -f’2j’(0)](l/Qx)2j” converges, and 
63 lim, -oCf W+ l)(l) -fW+ l)(o)](l/~~)Y+ 1 = 0. 
Prooj Suppose f is in the domain of T, with T,(f) = (F, G). Let Q be 
even, v = l/(Q + 2) 71, and P the restriction of F to D,(O)u (v}. Now with 
p=l/(Q+ l)n, F is in W,+,(U) and G is in We+,(p)+. From the com- 
ment following Theorem 1, T, ~, -‘(T,+ ,( V(,u))) = V(p). Since T,+,(f) = 
(F, G), f is in V(l/(Q + 1) rc). The series in (B) is equal to (l/2) F(l/Qn). The 
argument for (C), somewhat more complicated, is simplified by observing 
that f satisfies (C) if and only iff(x) - xf:; h,(f) sin(qnx/l) satisfies (C). 
We assume, then, that for q < Qb,(f) = 0. 
Note that 
-fW+ l)(l) -f( 21+‘)(o)= -ao(f(2i+1))-2 f a,(f(U+I)) 
4=2,yeven 
= -ao(f(Y+l))-2 f (I..!) b,(f(2J+2)). 
y = 2,yeven 
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So that 
l-f (2 + “(I) -f Vi+ l’(O)1 
112 
<(a,(f(2j+1))+2 
( 
f _ff_ 
q = 2,qeven 4 7-l I( 
f lbq(f(V+2))12 “2. 
q = 2,qeven ) 
Since Jb,( f (2i+2))1 = I&.+ l(l/qz)l for q> Q and even and F is in 
IV,(l/Qrr)‘, an argument like that in Theorem 1 shows that 
limj,,(l/Q71)4j+4Cq,B,qeven lb (f’2j’2’)12=0. Also, for q<Q and even, 
lim,, ,(l/Qr~)~j’~ lb&f (2j+2J)12f 0. Now la,(f’“+“)l (~/QIc)“+~= 
IF’“+“(0)/(2j+ l)!l (l/Qr~)“+~ + 0 as j -+ co, since F is in W,(l/Qz). We 
have (C) from the three assertions above. 
To argue that if f satisfies (A), (B), (C) then f is in the domain of T,, 
note that the set Y of all f satisfying (A), (B), (C) is a linear space. Also, f 
is in the domain of T, + , , by (A) and Note 1. Let T,, l(f) = (F, G). By 
(B), F has an extension F in W(Z/Q7t)+. By Note 1, there is a g in the 
domain of T, such that TQ(g) = (F, G). Since the linear span of 
{sin(qrrx/l)},P:,’ is the kernel of T,, we may assume that for q < Q 
b,(f) = b4( g). Also, for q > Q b,(f) = b,(g). So that f-g = o sin(Qxx/l). 
If e # 0, f-g does not satisfy (C). But g is in Y by the first part of the 
argument. So that (T = 0 and f = g. 
Suppose that S(p) is the linear space of all infinitely differentiable f on 
LO, 4 such that C,:= o C Ilf (‘? L~ro,,,]2 p2n converges. In case p = 1, the space 
S( 1) may be thought of as a Sobolev space; the space S2” ’ [0, f] is the 
Sobolev space of order 2n of functions on [0, I]. The object of Theorem 3 
is to determine necessary and sufficient conditions on bp( f) that f be in 
S(p). The following Lemmas 6 and 7 are related to Lemmas 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 6. If F is a complex-function, given by its Maclaurin series on 
(-5, 51, v 6 t, and p> v, then {F”‘(O)/j!) $}zO is in I2 if and only if 
{(p/v)” r,(F, v)};=~ is in 12. 
Zffor each n f12”)(0) =0 and {F”)(O)/j!) p’},“=O is in I’, then C,“=O (p/~)~~ 
Ir,,(F, v)~~<v~/(~-v)~ C,“=, IF”‘(0)lj!12 pzi. 
Proof: For convenience, let F”‘(O)/j! = Jj. Suppose C,!‘& lAj,‘l 2 con- 
verges. We have 
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6 f f ppF(‘1* v ‘-n n=O lYj=cn ’ (s)’ 
= jzo IajP’12 [ i (1)“](h) G& .z lajti12. 
?I=0 P J 0 
Suppose {(P/V)” r,(F, v)};=, is in I*. Then for each j 
aj/d= 5 il,vk- 
L k=J k;+ 1 akvk](f)j 
=[(f)irj(F9 v)]w(t)[(f)i+‘rj+l(E v)]9 
which is the jth term of a 12-sequence. 
Suppose that A,, = 0 for each n and (&$} is in 12. Then 
f (;)4n Ir,,(F, q*= (;!' f (f)4n+2 ) f lbzj+ p*j+ 1 I2 
?I=0 It=0 j=n 
=(~)'~o(s)"'+2~j~~+,~J~J~2 
G(i)izo(E)2. l:najvJi2 
G& F lajPL'12. 
I 0 
LEMMA 7. Suppose 1 is a complex-sequence, 0 < p < v, and { Ajpj} ,“= o is 
in Z*. Then {CC;=, ~jvi](p/v)“j,“=, is in 12. 
Proof We have 
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Suppose for /A >O J(p) is the subspace of F’(p) of all F such that 
{vW)lj!) P’l,“=o is in I2 and J(p)+ is the subspace of IV(p) + of all F 
such that { r,( F, PL)},Z=~ is in 12. Suppose for p > I/Qz J&L) is the linear 
space of all F in IV(f/Qrr ) ’ such that F has an extension in J(p) and, for 
P 2 l/Qn, J&4 + is the space of all F inIV(l/Qz)+ having an extension in 
J(P)+. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose p 3 l/Qz 
(I) Zf p #I/pn for any integer p, then if Q is even T,(S(p)) = 
J&b J~+h4 hut ifQ is odd WW4)= Jy+,bL)x J&k 
(II) Zf p=l/pn with p even, then if Q is even T,(S(p))= J,(p)+ x 
J,, I(~L) but if Q is odd T,(S(P)) = J,, ,bL)+ x J&L). 
(III) Zf p = l/pn with p odd, then if Q is euen T,(S(p)) = J&L) x 
J,, I(P)+ but if Q is odd ~pN/4) = J,, I(P) x J&L)+. 
Proof We show here that for Q even and l/(Q - 1) n > ,D > (l/Qn) 
T&W) = J&4x J,+ I PL). ( Suppose f is in S(p). Since S(p) E V(p),fis in 
thedomainof T,.Let T,(f)=(F,G).No~j~~f’~“‘~~),(l/2)lh~(f’~”’)I~= 
UP) IWiQ4l’. Let v = l/en. Since C,“= 0 p4” Jb If '2n'( ' converges, 
C,“=o p4” IFn(v)12 =C;eo (@/v)~” Ir,,(F, v)l’ converges. Since r2,,+ ,(F, v) = 
r,,(F, v), C,“=O (p/v)‘” r,(F, v)12 converges. By Lemma 6, C,“=,, 
[lF”‘(0)/‘!l]2 p2j converges. So F is in J&L). Similarly, G is in J,+,(p). 
Suppose (F, G) is in J&u) x J,, i(p). Suppose f is in the domain of T, 
and Ta(f) = (F, G). We may assume that b,(f) = 0 for q < Q. We show 
that C,“=. p4n Sk If ‘2n)12 converges. Now for q < Q and even, with 
v = (&PC), jb,(f'2'z))12 p4n = ICyEi' (F”‘(O)/j!) v/l2 (~L/v)~“; SO that 
c,"= 0 lb&f ‘2n’)l 2 P4n converges by Lemma 7. Similarly, for q < Q and odd, 
C,"= o Ib,( f (2n))l 2 p4n converges. 
If q 3 Q and even, with vy =1/w, lb,(.f”“‘)12 p4”= (PLIv~)~” Ir,,,(F, vy)12. 
So that 
We have then, 
kg 
that C$ 2,yeven C,"= o I bq( f (2n) I ' p4n converges. Similarly, 
,,qodd C,“=, lb&f ‘2n’)12 p4n converges. 
Interchanging the order of summation in each of the two sums and com- 
bining them, we have the convergence of C,“= o X7= i p4n Ib,( f ‘2n’)l 2, giving 
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convergence of C,“=,, p4” j; lfC2”)1 2. Recalling that l~,,(f(~~+ ‘))I* = 
IF’ “+“(0)/(2j+ 1)!]2 and F is in Jo(p), Lemma 5 shows convergence of 
c,“=o P4n+2 j:, If (2n+1)]2. So that f is in S(p). 
Each of the spaces J(p), J(p)+, Jo(p), J&)‘, and S(p) is a complete 
inner product space, where the inner product arises naturally from the 
description of these spaces. For instance, for F and G in J(p) +, 
(6 G) J(p)+ = C,“=, rn(Fy PL) rn(G P)*. Th e space J(U)+ is then isometrically 
isomorphic to that subspace of l2 consisting of all sequences 6 such that 
Jzp=82p+l. For (F, G) and (H, K) in J&A) xJo+,(p), we have the inner 
product ((F, G), (H, K)) = (F, H),,(,, + (G, K),,+,,,,. The argument for 
Theorem 3 shows that for p 3 (l/Qx) T,, when restricted to the linear sub- 
space of all f in S(p) such that for l/qn >/A b,(f) =0 is a linear 
homeomorphism onto T&S(p)). I note also that T,- ‘( TQ(S(p))) = S(p) 
in case either Q = 1 or Z/( Q - 1) n > /A 2 l/Qn. 
Suppose that for 6 > 0 V(6)- is the space of all restrictions f to [0, 11 of 
entire functions 7 such that for each positive number E > 6 there is a 
positive number k such that for all z IT(z)1 d ke”“. 
Note 2. (1) Iff is in V(p), then f is given on [0, I] by its Maclaurin 
series. 
In fact, for x in [O,l]f(x)=~;!,(f’k’(0)/k!)xk+E,(x), where 
E,(x)= (l/n!) j;(x- t)“f’“+“(t) dt; 
I~~~~,12~(~)2[j~~~-i,2~~][j~lf~~+~~12] 
=(.L)‘[&] j; (f@+y 
<(A)‘(f)‘“” [p2n+1 j~/fin+1)\2]-0 as n-co. 
If f is in the domain of T, and T,(f) = (F, G), then 
f’W(O)=(-1)” f 
( )L 
;;;yy+y;;;‘i’,s,i 
and 
f (2n+ “(0) = 
0 
f ao(f c*n+ 1’) 
+ g (az,(f(2”+1))+a2y--(f(2n+1))} 
q=l 
409’1 12’2.?I 
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The same method gives the power series representation for the entire exten- 
sion of an f in the domain of T,, Q > 1. 
(2) Iff is given on [0, 11 by its Maclaurin series, thenf is in I’(p) if 
and only iff’“‘(0) /J’ + 0 as n + co; so that each fin V(p) is the restriction 
to [0, Z] of an entire function, In fact, for x in [0, Z] we have If(x)1 1~ 
j:, IfI + Zjb If’1 6 Z”2[~~ lf12]l’* + 13’2[jb f’12]1’2; so that if f is in 
T/(p) f’“‘(O) p”” + 0 as n -+ 00. Suppose that f(“)(O) ,P + 0 as n + 00 and x 
is in [0,1]. Then If’“‘(x)~“l = j~JEO (f(“‘“(O)/j!) xjl $ = IclF’?, 
(f(“+j)(O)/j!) jP+l(~/p)~I < [max. ,an{lf(i)(0)l $>I exp(l/pL); so that 
f’“‘(x) $’ -+ 0 uniformly on [0,1] and f is in V(p). 
(3) If p > l/Qrc, then F is in W,(p), if and only if for each v such that 
l/Qn < v < ,u F is in W,(v). 
(4) If q > 0, f is in V(q) if and only if for each 5 > v] f is in V( l/l). 
In fact, iff is in V(q) -, then by the argument for Lemma 1 to Theorem 2 
of [4], if v> q, there is a constant M such that for each n 20 
If’“‘(O)/ < Mv”; so that if 5 > v > rl then If”‘)(O)1 (l/c)” < M(v/t)” -+ 0 as 
n + co. By (2), f is in V( l/t). Suppose for each 5 > v] f is in V( l/t). Then, 
with f the entire extension off, ly(z)l 6 maxi.,{ 1 f (j’(O)/<‘1 }exp(tlzl ); so 
that f is in V(q)). 
THEOREM 4. If Q is even and I/( Q - 1) rt > ,n > f/err, V( l/p) -~ = 
T,-‘W’,(P)- x W,+,(P)-1. 
Zf Q is odd and l/(Q-l)~>p>l/Qrr, V(l/p)p=T~‘(W,+,(p)m x 
W,(p)-). [Zn case Q = 1, we require only p > I/n]. 
Proof: Suppose Q is even. Then V( l/p) = n,, ,,P V( l/c) = 
n v<p v(V) = n,jQ,,u<. v(V) = njlQ,<,.<, T~'(wp(v) X wQ+h)) = 
T,'(lm //~n<v<p WQ(V)I X [nl/Qn<v<p W,+,(V)]) = T,‘(@‘,(P)~ X 
wQ+l($). 
The sequence { ,4,};= 0 of Lidstone polynomials may be defined, as in 
[4], by AO(z)=z, Ai=A,-, for n>l, and A,JO)=A,(l)=O; so that each 
,4, is an odd polynomial of degree 2n + 1. In [4], the question of 
representing an entire function f(z) by a Lidstone series of the form 
C,“=-,f’*“)(l) A,(z) - ~,“=of’2”‘(0) A,(z - 1) is considered. It is shown 
there that each entire function f (z) of exponential type less than n has such 
a representation and noted that sin rrz does not. 
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We quote here Theorem 1 of [4], changing slightly the notation, for pur- 
poses of comparison with a special case of my Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1 of [4]. Zf 
(*I 
are convergent, hen 
f rJn(z) - f JtAl(z - 1) (**I 
0 0 
converges untformly in every finite region of the plane and its sum is an entire 
function f(z). Moreover, f ‘2”‘(1) = y,, f ‘2”‘(O) = 6, (n 20). Zf one of the 
series (*) does not converge, then (**) does not converge for any non-integral 
value of z. 
A consequence of our Theorem 1 is that if each of c( and fl is a complex- 
sequence such that C,“= o P,,/x~~+ ’ converges and lim, _ m a,/rc2* + ’ = 0 then 
there is an f in V( l/x) such that (with I = 1) for p even bp( f) = 
C,“=, an/(p~)2n+1 and for p odd bp( f ) = C,“= o fl,,/( ~71)~” + ‘. The sequences a 
and j3 are determined from f by aj = 2( - l)‘+ ‘[f (2j)( 1) -f’“‘(O)] and 
pj=2(- l)j+I[-f(2j)(l)-f(2j)(0)]. c onversely, iff is in V(l/n), then b,(f) 
has such a representation. 
Note, also, that bp(A,) [more formally, b,(;i,), where lj is the restriction 
of Aj to [0, l]] is equal to 2(-l)‘+‘/(p7t)“+‘, zf p is even and to 
-3 - 1 )j+ l/(pn)2j+ 1 ifp is odd; b,(A,(x- 1))=2(-l)‘+‘/(px)“+‘, p even 
or odd. So that tfc,E, yjAj(z) - c,??. 6,Aj(z - 1) has untform limit f (z) on 
[0, 1) b,(f)=~,?02(-l)‘+1[yj-6j](l/pn)2i+1, p even, and b,(f)= 
~~,2(-1)‘+‘[-y,-6,](l/p7~)~~+‘, p odd. Let V(l/rc)+ be the set of all 
restrictions 7 to [0, 1) of entire functions f (z) having Lidstone series expan- 
sions in the sense of Whittaker. 
THEOREM 5. V( l/rc)+ = T;‘( W,( l/n)+ x W,( l/n)+). 
Proof Suppose 7 is in V( l/x) +, 7 a subset of the entire functionj Then, 
since the Lidstone series for f has uniform limit 7 on [0, 11, b,(f) = 
~,“=02(-1)j+1[f(~)(l)-f(2~)(0)](1/prc)~+’, p even, and b,(T)= 
~C$n( - ;Y+ F-f my) -f’*j)(O)]( l/pn)“+‘, p odd. So that f is in the 
T,(y)= (F, G), 
2(-1)j+‘[fc2j)(/)-fc2j)(0)]andG 
where fl”““‘(O)/(2j+ l)! = 
(2j+l)(o)/(2j+1)!=2(-1)j+l[-f’2j)(1) 
- f’“‘(O)]. Note that G is in W(l/rc)+. Also, by Theorem 1 of [4], each of 
c,yo ( - 1 )‘f (2j)( l)( l/n)” and Cy= o ( - 1 ),‘f ‘“‘(O)( l/n)” converges; from 
which we have convergence of Cy=, 2( - 1)” ’ [f (2”)( 1) -f ‘“‘(O)]( l/x)“+ ’ 
= CT=, (F’*j”‘(O)/(2j+ l)!)(l/x)“+ ‘; so that F is in W,(l/z)+. 
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Suppose T,(f) = (F, G) with F in W,(l/rr)+ and G in W,(l/rr)+. Then 
each of C,“=0F’“+“(0)/(2j+ l)!(l/rc)“f’ (Vf l)(o)/ 
(2j+ l)!)(l/n)“+’ 
and j lEr7, (G 
converges; so that each of x7= 0 ( - 1) f (1 )( l/n)” and 
x:,“=, (- l)jf(U)(0)(l/rr)U converges. By Theorem 1 of [4], the series 
CT= 0y(2j(( 1) A,(z) - X7= of’2j’(O) Aj(z - 1) has limit the entire function 
h(z) on the plane and limit CI uniformly on [0, 11. But, with !? the restric- 
tion to [O,l] of h, for p even b,(h”)=~,“=,2(-l)i+‘[f’2~‘(l)- 
f(“)(0)](l/pn)2i+’ = b,(f) and for p odd b,(E) = h,(y). Since each ofTand 
S is continuous, y= h. So that h is the entire extension of 7 and 7 is in 
v(l/n)+. 
Other results [ 1,2, 51 deal with different arrangements of the Lidstone 
series; in particular, f(z) =f( 1) A,(z) +f(O) A,( 1 -z) +f”( 1) A,(Z) + 
f”(O)A,(l -z)+ ...) a somewhat weaker type convergence than that of 
[4]. In [2], J. D. Buckholtz and J. K. Shaw have shown that in order that 
the entire function f have a Lidstone series representation in this sense it is 
necessary and sufficient hat lim, _ o. f(“)(O)( l/n)” = 0. By Note 2, this latter 
condition is equivalent to the condition that the restriction f off to [0, l] 
be in V( l/rc), which, in analogy with Theorem 5, is equivalent to 7 belong- 
ing to r;‘( W,( l/rc) x W,( l/n) + ). 
Keeping the supposition that I= 1, by way of summary in order that the 
continuous function f on [0, l] be in V(n)- it is necessary and sufficient 
that for some F in W( l/n)) and G in W( l/rc) and each even p > 2 and 
odd q > 3 b,(f) = F(l/pn) and b,(f) = G( l/qn); in order that f be in 
V( l/rc), f must be in V(n)-, F in W( l/n), G in FV( l/n)+, and b,(f) must 
equal G(l/rc); in order that f be in S(l/rr) f must be in V(l/rc), Fin J(l/rc), 
G in J(l/n)‘; in order that f be in V( l/rc)+ fmust be in V(l/n), F, G in 
W(l/rr)+. 
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